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1. Start Welcoming
Continue to welcome each teen into your home by greeting them at the door. Make sure

they know where to place their food contribution. New people? Make sure they feel

welcomed and know where everything is. Introduce them to everyone!

2. Start Talking
Continue making connections! Also, what have your members mentioned in the

previous weeks? People know they are loved when we remember things about them!

Ask them how their family is doing, school, or any other important information they

shared!

3. Start Thinking/Sharing
Start going over the content questions. Give your group the option to open the

questions right from the Bible app to follow along or have them read the questions off

the screen!

OPENING NOTES:

● Salvation is about identity. It’s who you are in Christ. Your identity is a vital part of

understanding the helmet of salvation.

● Most people don’t realize that salvation has two parts: it rescues but then it frees.



● Salvation isn’t just about giving you a ticket into heaven, it’s about allowing you to

live victoriously while on earth.

1. Have you ever heard something about yourself, someone, or even God that you

later discovered wasn’t true? How did that affect you/that person? (Ex. You heard

a rumor about someone and then that’s how you labeled them and spread that

rumor to someone else, etc.)

NOTES:

● The enemy is after your mind. He wants to dig deeply into your thought patterns

so that he can keep your thoughts far away from God.

● He’s working hard to ruin your thought life, so he can ruin your behaviors.

2. What toxic thought patterns or beliefs have you allowed to shape how you think

about yourself? (Ex. Feelings of being unloved, unworthy, stupid, not good

enough, etc.)

NOTES:

● We need to remember who we are in Christ rather than who the world says you

are.

● Sometimes the greatest miracles God works are not in our circumstances but in

our minds.

● When we apply our identity in Christ to our everyday lives, we reshape and

rewire our brains.

3. Our lives are always moving in the direction of our strongest thoughts! How will

you put on the helmet of salvation to fight toxic thoughts this week?

NOTES:

● The power of our words also has a lot to do with our thoughts!

● Your life is always moving in the direction of your strongest thoughts.

4. Start Praying
Leave about 10 min at the end of the group to pray together. Ask if anyone needs

specific prayer, while still keeping everyone feeling comfortable. Don’t force anyone to

pray or give something to pray about, don’t make everyone hold hands, etc. We know

that praying in group settings can be overwhelming, but just allow God to work through

you! Here are some examples of things to pray about…

a. Pray for specific situations in people’s lives that you’re talking about in discussion

time.



b. Thank God for what He is doing so far in people’s lives & the group.

c. Thank God for the fruit that this season of Teen Groups has had.

d. Pray specifically for anything that people ask.

e. Pray over the week ahead.

f. Pray over the mission of JRNY Church.


